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Romantic Poetry
First published in 1980. This title provides a critical and
historical account of poetry written between 1780 and
1835. The author has been especially concerned to
place the great poems and poets of the age in the
context of the conventions and traditions in which they
wrote, offering new perspectives on familiar works.
Poems still famous are examined often in relation to
works of a similar kind fashionable at the time but now
neglected, and these unconventional groupings throw
fresh light on Romantic poetry as a whole. An appendix
is included, designed to be read as a supplement to the
main text, serving both as a chronology and as a brief
guide to works that do not fall within the scope of the
main argument. This title will be of interest to students of
literature.
Whether writing of longing or adultery, seduction or
simple homely acts of love, Carol Ann Duffy brings to her
readers the truth of each experience. Her poetry speaks
of tangled, heated passion; of erotic love; fierce and
hungry love; unrequited love; and of the end of love. It
recognises too the way that love can make the everyday
sacred. As with all her writing, these poems are alive to
the sounds of modern life, but also attuned to - and rich
with - the traditions of love poetry. Love Poems contains
some of Carol Ann Duffy's most popular poems. Always
imaginative, heartfelt and direct, Duffy finds words for our
experiences in love and out of love, and displays all the
eloquence and skill that have made her one of the
foremost poets of her time.
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"Think of some famous poems, think of the best poems
of all times. How many of them don't rhyme?" D. Rudoy.
The rhyming poem is a dying breed: if you don't specify
the rhyming part withing a query, the search engine may
offer you only free verses. Does it mean that modern
poets have abandoned the hard and rewarding quest for
the mesmerizing rhythm and perfect rhyme? "Love Is Rhyming Poems About Life", a brand-new collection of
love poetry by Danil Rudoy, suggests that the land of
exquisite rhyming still does welcome the daring literary
connoisseur. "Love Is - Rhyming Poems About Life". A
Tribute to the Best Poems of All Time Classic love poetry
takes you on a journey to your best self. For that, three
ingredients are required: a poetic talent, a rhyme, and a
rhythm. Combined, they form a magic solution that
delivers the soul to a beautiful place where wisdom
reigns over the hearts and deep awe is the best proof of
the validity of your experience. The difference between
love and life is illusory: those who loved once know it
best. In "Love Is - Rhyming ..." Rudoy demotes this
barrier with vehement determination of someone who's
seen the truth and wants to share it with fellow humans.
His love pivots around evolution: the lyrical hero is
painfully aware of how fragile we are and pushes himself
to an extreme searching for happiness that will outlast a
transient desire. He boldly wishes for his beloved "to
have a lucid dream tonight", or to wake up to the
immensity around that likens the human soul to a brave
candle flickering in infinity and looking for kindred flames.
Magical themes and images are fairly common in "Love
Is - Rhyming ..." as the poet explores the human
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potential. Consequently, love plays the role of a catalyst
that prohibits giving up. And, much like the free verse is
an alluring trap for those without a clear vision of their
literary path, it is tempting to indulge in weakness and
give in to destructive egoism that is especially
detrimental in love affairs. To Rudoy, a rhyming poem
about love is therefore a quintessence of power, a magic
key that opens the hearts of the lover and the beloved,
making their passion mutual and everlasting. And the
poet's hope is that, by reading "Love Is - Rhyming ...",
people will become not mere observers but active and
conscious participants in the building of their own
happiness with those men and women who once
captivated their souls and opened their eyes to the
beautiful shine of eternal love. Danil Rudoy on Rhyming
Poetry"The rhymed verse is the only literary form
deserving to be called poetry. The rest is, at best,
aphoristic prose. And most of the time it's mediocre
prose with clumsy line breaks in unexpected
places.""One cannot simply blurt out some nonsense
and call it poetry. Poetry is never trivial: it is aware of
itself, and of the impact it has on life. The rhyme helps to
maintain and polish that awareness to sublime states; it
is the great filter of thoughts turning raw words and
phrases into immortal memory.""They will tell you that
rhyme and rhythm were removed from poetry to arrive at
new, modern, contemporary forms. It's true, but only in
part. The rest is: bad poets realized that, if they didn't
have to rhyme, they could sell their writing to the same
readers who'd have puked at the authors had the
"poems" been rhymed.""The right to write poetry that
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doesn't rhyme is earned by showing that you can write
poetry like the famous classics used to. If you can't, you
are but an impostor. And, no matter what you call the pile
of your "poetics", it'll remain what it is: crap.""Naturally,
among non-rhyming poems there also are true
masterpieces of literature; although it's hard to
remember the last time a poem like that came around."
I Asked the Wind is a journey into romance, love and
loss through poetry. Beautiful and powerful in its lyrical
and simple verse, you will find yourself immersed in a
world of sensuality, passion, desire, and innocence; all
woven together into a tapestry of human
emotion.Drawing on natural elements such as the sun,
sand, wind and moon, this collection explores the light
and darkness of romantic love. From the exhilaration of
love first discovered to the crushing pain of love lost,
each poem evokes the intensity of the experience.
Universal in its appeal, it raises the question, "Was this
love real at all?""There are those who think of me as a
'tough' guy but those who know me, know I love the
things in life that provide the simple yet purest joys.
Romance and poetry fall into that category and Valerie's
poems not only are magnificent to read but they stick
with you. You will find yourself thinking about them and
about her and the love and passion that fueled her fires
to create such magical works. This is a collection for the
romantic in you, for you to share with your lover and for
everyone who wants to have their breath taken away." -Robert Robinson, Executive Producer, The Dinner
Salon.
Alex Dimitrov’s third book, Love and Other Poems, is full
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of praise for the world we live in. Taking time as an
overarching structure—specifically, the twelve months of
the year—Dimitrov elevates the everyday, and speaks
directly to the reader as if the poem were a phone call or
a text message. From the personal to the cosmos, the
moon to New York City, the speaker is convinced that
love is “our best invention.” Dimitrov doesn’t resist joy,
even in despair. These poems are curious about who we
are as people and shamelessly interested in hope.
More than any other period of British literature,
Romanticism is strongly identified with a single genre.
Romantic poetry has been one of the most enduring,
best loved, most widely read and most frequently studied
genres for two centuries and remains no less so today.
This Companion offers a comprehensive overview and
interpretation of the poetry of the period in its literary and
historical contexts. The essays consider its metrical,
formal, and linguistic features; its relation to history; its
influence on other genres; its reflections of empire and
nationalism, both within and outside the British Isles; and
the various implications of oral transmission and the
rapid expansion of print culture and mass readership.
Attention is given to the work of less well-known or
recently rediscovered authors, alongside the
achievements of some of the greatest poets in the
English language: Wordsworth, Coleridge, Blake, Scott,
Burns, Keats, Shelley, Byron and Clare.
This volume brings together an impressive range of
established and emerging scholars to investigate the
meaning of ‘life’ in Romantic poetry and poetics. This
investigation involves sustained attention to a set of
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challenging questions at the heart of British Romantic
poetic practice and theory. Is poetry alive for the
Romantic poets? If so, how? Does ‘life’ always mean
‘life’? In a range of essays from a variety of
complementary perspectives, a number of major
Romantic poets are examined in detail. The fate of
Romantic conceptions of ‘life’ in later poetry also
receives attention. Through, for examples, a revision of
Blake’s relationship to so-called rationalism, a renewed
examination of Wordsworth’s fascination with country
graveyards, an exploration of Shelley’s concept of
survival, and a discussion of the notions of ‘life’ in
Byron, Kierkegaard, and Mozart, this volume opens up
new and exciting terrain in Romantic poetry’s relation to
literary theory, the history of philosophy, ethics, and
aesthetics.
More of a story than a collection of poetry, Love by Night
will whisk you away from your world and into the dreamy
romantic night. Love by Night begins with anxious
hesitation and nervous attraction, grows into tender
affection, blossoms into passionate love, delves deep
into whimsical dreams, and finally builds an image of an
idyllic future together, as the reader develops along with
the two characters of this poetic story. Written as a
conversation between two points of view in constant
change and flux with each other, this book invites the
reader into the conversation about the love that connects
one person to another, but also all of us to each other.
Through this written testament to the emotional journeys
books can take us on, S. K. Williams breaks down
stereotypes, sexism, relationship roles, and brings
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awareness to mental health, grief, anxiety, depression,
how to move forward, how to love in a healthy way, and,
most of all, how to love yourself when it feels impossible.

A true romantic at heart, N.R.Hart expresses feelings
of love, hope, passion, despair, vulnerability and
romance in her poetry. Trapping time forever and a
keeper of memories is what she loves most about
the enduring power of poetry. Her poetry has been
so eloquently described as "words delicately placed
inside a storm." Poetry is here to make us feel
instead of think; as thinking is for the mind and
poetry is for the heart and soul. N.R.Hart hopes to
open up your heart and touch your soul with her
poetry.
This compact compendium contains the best work
by the nineteenth-century British Romantic poets
including William Blake, William Wordsworth,
Samuel Taylor Coleridge, Lord Byron, Percy Bysshe
Shelley, and John Keats. It includes some of the
greatest poems in the English language, among
them Keats's Ode on a Grecian Urn, Shelley's
Ozymandias, Wordsworth's Tintern Abbey, and
Coleridge's Kubla Khan.
'Romanticism', though a debated term, is broadly
understood as a cultural movement which gripped
the European imagination in the late eighteenth and
early nineteenth centuries. Embodying a poetics of
feeling intersecting with nature and the notion of the
sublime, its experiential aesthetics were furthermore
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bound up with ideas of personal and political
rebellion. Michael Ferber's lively anthology includes
lesser-known verse from the best-known poets, as
well as a few fine poems by little-known poets.
Perfect for readers who would like to enjoy the many
riches of arguably poetry's greatest era, or for those
already familiar with the poets but who would
welcome some happy surprises, this varied
international selection includes verse translated from
six languages, with several poems appearing in the
original language alongside its translation. This
engaging selection features concise, informative
headnotes and a helpful introduction that charts a
course to understanding the Romantic movement as
a whole.
The Penguin Book of Romantic PoetryPenguin UK
Reading Romantic Poetry introduces the major
themes and preoccupations, and the key poems and
players of a period convulsed by revolution,
prolonged warfare and political crisis. Provides a
clear, lively introduction to Romantic Poetry, backed
by academic research and marked by its
accessibility to students with little prior experience of
poetry Introduces many of the major topics of the
age, from politics to publishing, from slavery to
sociability, from Milton to the mind of man
Encourages direct responses to poems by opening
up different aspects of the literature and fresh
approaches to reading Discusses the poets' own
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reading and experience of being read, as well as
analysis of the sounds of key poems and the look of
the poem on the page Deepens understanding of
poems through awareness of their literary, historical,
political and personal contexts Includes the major
poets of the period, Blake, Wordsworth, Coleridge,
Byron, Shelley, Keats, Burns and Clare —as well as a
host of less familiar writers, including women
On its first appearance English Poetry of the
Romantic Period was widely praised as on of the
best introductions to the subject. This edition
includes updated material in the light of recent work
in Romanticism and Romantic poetry. The book
discusses the concerns that linked the Romantic
poets, from their responses to the political and social
upheavals around them to their interest in the poet's
visionary and prophetic role. It includes helpful and
authoritative discussions of figures such as Blake,
Clare, Coleridge, Crabbe, Keats, Scott, Shelley and
Wordsworth.
Romantic poets, notably Wordsworth, Blake,
Coleridge and Keats, were deeply interested in how
perception and sensory experience operate, and in
the connections between sense-perception and
aesthetic experience. Noel Jackson tracks this
preoccupation through the Romantic period and
beyond, both in relation to late eighteenth-century
human sciences, and in the context of momentous
social transformations in the period of the French
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Revolution. Combining close readings of the poems
with interdisciplinary research into the history of the
human sciences, Noel Jackson sheds light on
Romantic efforts to define how art is experienced in
relation to the newly emerging sciences of the mind
and shows the continued relevance of these ideas to
our own habits of cultural and historical criticism
today. This book will be of interest not only to
scholars of Romanticism, but also to those interested
in the intellectual interrelations between literature
and science.
Easily adaptable as both an anthology and an
insightful guide to reading and understanding
Romantic Poetry, this text discusses the important
elements in the works from poets such as Smith,
Blake, Wordsworth, Coleridge, Southey, Barbauld,
Byron, Shelley, Hemans, Keats and Landon. Offers
a thorough examination of the essential elements of
Romantic Poetry Highly selective, the text examines
each of its poems in great detail Discusses theme,
genre, structure, rhyme, form, imagery, and poetic
influence Helpful head notes and annotations
provide relevant contextual information and in-depth
commentary
The interrelationship of the ideas of apocalypse and
millennium is a dominant concern of British Romanticism. The
Book of Revelation provides a model of history in which
apocalypse is followed by millennium, but in their various
ways the major Romantic poets - Blake, Wordsworth,
Coleridge, Byron, Keats, and Shelley - question and even at
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times undermine the possibility of a successful secularization
of this model. No matter how confidently the sequence of
apocalypse and millennium seems to be affirmed in some of
the major works of the period, the issue is always in doubt:
the fear that millennium may not ensue emerges as a
significant, if often repressed, theme in the great works of the
period. Related to it is the tension in Romantic poetry
between conflicting models of history itself: history as
teleology, developing towards end time and millennium, and
history as purposeless cycle. This subject-matter is traced
through a selection of works by the major poets, partly
through an exposition of their underlying intellectual
traditions, and partly through a close examination of the
poems themselves.
An exploration of the tradition of evening poetry that
flourished with Coleridge, Shelley and Keats.
Whether you're looking for the right words to send that special
person, or the right words to say on Facebook, there's
nothing better than a good romantic poem. This is a collection
of some of the best romantic poems, from some of the world's
greatest poets. In just a few words, a romantic poet tells a
story that would otherwise require a full length book. Take for
example the poem 'Hot and Cold' by Roald Dahl: A woman
who my mother knows Came in and took off all her clothes.
Said I, not being very old, 'By golly gosh, you must be cold!'
'No, no!' she cried. 'Indeed I'm not! I'm feeling devilishly hot!'
These 38 words generate full length stories within the mind of
each reader. A romantic poem touches the heart in a way that
mere prose never could. A romantic poem is what you send
when you want something priceless for your partner, or
potential partner. Within the pages of this book, you'll find a
romantic poem for any occasion, a wedding, a new love, an
anniversary, a lost love, or even for a naughty night. Includes
poems by: Edwin Arnold W.H. Auden Waitman Barbe
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Stephen Vincent Benet Francis W. Bourdillon Anne
Bradstreet Christopher Brennan Elizabeth Barrett Browning
Robert Browning Robert Burns Lord Byron William Cartwright
Samuel Taylor Coleridge Emily Dickinson Paul Laurence
Dunbar Anne Finch Robert Frost Kahlil Gibran John Keats
Walter Savage Landor Richard Lovelace Samuel Lover
George Lyttelton Edward Bulwer-Lytton Christopher Marlowe
JB O'Reilly Li Po Edgar Allen Poe Adelaide Anne Procter
Aleksandr Pushkin Helen Steiner Rice Theodore Roethke
Dante Rosetti Lady John Scott William Shakespeare Percy
Bysshe Shelley Sir Philip Sidney Charles Swain Kuan TaoSheng Alfred, Lord Tennyson Sara Teasdale Walt Whitman
Oscar Wilde William Wordsworth William Butler Yeats
Romantic Poetry encompasses twenty-seven new essays by
prominent scholars on the influences and interrelations
among Romantic movements throughout Europe and the
Americas. It provides an expansive overview of eighteenthand nineteenth-century poetry in the European languages.
The essays take account of interrelated currents in American,
Argentinian, Brazilian, Bulgarian, Canadian, Caribbean,
Chilean, Colombian, Croatian, Czech, Danish, English,
Estonian, Finnish, French, German, Greek, Hungarian, Irish,
Italian, Mexican, Norwegian, Peruvian, Polish, Romanian,
Russian, Serbian, Slovak, Spanish, Swedish, and Uruguayan
literature. Contributors adopt different models for comparative
study: tracing a theme or motif through several literatures;
developing innovative models of transnational influence;
studying the role of Romantic poetry in socio-political
developments; or focusing on an issue that appears most
prominently in one national literature yet is illuminated by the
international context. This collaborative volume provides an
invaluable resource for students of comparative literature and
Romanticism.SPECIAL OFFER: 30% discount for a complete
set order (5 vols.).The Romanticism series in the
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Comparative History of Literatures in European Languages is
the result of a remarkable international collaboration. The
editorial team coordinated the efforts of over 100 experts from
more than two dozen countries to produce five independently
conceived, yet interrelated volumes that show not only how
Romanticism developed and spread in its principal European
homelands and throughout the New World, but also the ways
in which the affected literatures in reaction to Romanticism
have redefined themselves on into Modernism. A glance at
the index of each volume quickly reveals the extraordinary
richness of the series’ total contents. Romantic Irony sets the
broader experimental parameters of comparison by
concentrating on the myriad expressions of “irony” as one of
the major impulses in the Romantic philosophical and artistic
revolution, and by combining cross-cultural and
interdisciplinary studies with special attention also to
literatures in less widely diffused language streams. Romantic
Drama traces creative innovations that deeply altered the
understanding of genre at large, fed popular imagination
through vehicles like the opera, and laid the foundations for a
modernist theater of the absurd. Romantic Poetry
demonstrates deep patterns and a sharing of crucial themes
of the revolutionary age which underlie the lyrical expression
that flourished in so many languages and environments.
Nonfictional Romantic Prose assists us in coping with the vast
array of writings from the personal and intimate sphere to
modes of public discourse, including Romanticism’s own selfcommentary in theoretical statements on the arts, society, life,
the sciences, and more. Nor are the discursive dimensions of
imaginative literature neglected in the closing volume,
Romantic Prose Fiction, where the basic Romantic themes
and story types (the romance, novel, novella, short story, and
other narrative forms) are considered throughout Europe and
the New World. This enormous realm is seen not just in terms
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of Romantic theorizing, but in the light of the impact of
Romantic ideas and narration on later generations. As an aid
to readers, the introduction to Romantic Prose Fiction
explains the relationships among the volumes in the series
and carries a listing of their tables of contents in an appendix.
No other series exists comparable to these volumes which
treat the entirety of Romanticism as a cultural happening
across the whole breadth of the “Old” and “New” Worlds and
thus render a complex picture of European spiritual strivings
in the late eighteenth and the nineteenth centuries, a heritage
still very close to our age.
Many of the earliest books, particularly those dating back to
the 1900s and before, are now extremely scarce and
increasingly expensive. We are republishing these classic
works in affordable, high quality, modern editions, using the
original text and artwork.
A fully updated edition of this popular Companion, with two
new essays reflecting new developments in the field.
Sensual, earthy love poems that formed the basis for the
popular movie Il Postino, now in a beautiful gift book perfect
for weddings, Valentine's Day, anniversaries, or just to say "I
love you!" Charged with sensuality and passion, Pablo
Neruda’s love poems caused a scandal when published
anonymously in 1952. In later editions, these verses became
the most celebrated of the Noble Prize winner’s oeuvre,
captivating readers with earthbound images that reveal in
gentle lingering lines an erotic re-imagining of the world
through the prism of a lover’s body: "today our bodies
became vast, they grew to the edge of the world / and rolled
melting / into a single drop / of wax or meteor...." Written on
the paradisal island of Capri, where Neruda "took refuge" in
the arms of his lover Matilde Urrutia, Love Poems embraces
the seascapes around them, saturating the images of endless
shores and waves with a new, yearning eroticism. This
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wonderful book collects Neruda’s most passionate verses.
This is a book of poems about love, romance, loss,
heartbreak, and survival. A voice for the lost loves, the found
loves, the silent loves, the unrequited loves. To those who
have loved and lost and keep on loving, despite it all. These
love poems are to no one.

Over 130 poems by 23 poets, including Goethe, Schiller,
Holderlin, Tieck, Heine, Nietzsche, many others. New
literal English translations on facing pages. Introduction.
.
First published in 1999, this is a guide which provides
easy access to a fairly complete range of the long poetry
written in the Romantic and Victorian periods: epics,
narrative poems, verse-novels and other work of over a
certain length. The format provides title, author, length of
work and prosodic description. Texts are then
summarized according to the internal divisions. Each
poem is accompanied by an objective summary and the
poems as a whole are preceded by an introduction which
advances a particular argument as to why the nineteenth
century was so fascinated with the length that was the
ultimate aesthetic rationale for the long poem.
This anthology of European Romantic poetry in English
translation features some 60 poets in seven languages in
recent or new verse translations, from Ossian to
Baudelaire, Heine, and Mermontov. Works include
Schiller's Gods of Greece, Hugo's odes and oriental
poems, ten women poets in German, French, Spanish,
Italian, and Russian and more.
Meet the rebellious young poets who brought about a
literary revolution Rock stars may think they invented
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sex, drugs, and rock and roll, but the Romantic poets
truly created the mold. In the early 1800s, poetry could
land a person in jail. Those who tried to change the world
through their poems risked notoriety—or courted it.
Among the most subversive were a group of young
writers known as the Romantics: Lord Byron, Percy
Bysshe Shelley, Samuel Taylor Cole-ridge, William
Wordsworth, and John Keats. These rebels believed
poetry should express strong feelings in ordinary
language, and their words changed literature forever.
Wildly Romantic is a smart, sexy, and fascinating look at
these original bad boys—and girls.
Rich selection of 123 poems by six great English
Romantic poets: William Blake (24 poems), William
Wordsworth (27 poems), Samuel Taylor Coleridge (10
poems), Lord Byron (16 poems), Percy Bysshe Shelley
(24 poems) and John Keats (22 poems). Introduction
and brief commentaries on the poets. Includes 2
selections from the Common Core State Standards
Initiative: "Ozymandias" and "Ode on a Grecian Urn."
Poets through the ages offer interpretations of love's
changing moods and forms
This welcome addition to the Blackwell Guides to
Criticism series provides students with an invaluable
survey of the critical reception of the Romantic poets.
Guides readers through the wealth of critical material
available on the Romantic poets and directs them to the
most influential readings Presents key critical texts on
each of the major Romantic poets – Blake, Wordsworth,
Coleridge, Byron, Shelley and Keats – as well as on
poets of more marginal canonical standing CrossPage 16/20
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referencing between the different sections highlights
continuities and counterpoints
Presents a collection of love poems written by poets born
in the 1960s and 1970s, including David Berman, Nick
Flynn, Lisa Jarnot, Hoa Nguyen, Juliana Spahr, Karen
Volkman, and Kevin Young.
The Romanticism that emerged after the American and
French revolutions of 1776 and 1789 represented a new
flowering of the imagination and the spirit, and a
celebration of the soul of humanity with its capacity for
love. This extraordinary collection sets the acknowledged
genius of poems such as Blake's 'Tyger', Coleridge's
'Khubla Khan' and Shelley's 'Ozymandias' alongside
verse from less familiar figures and women poets such
as Charlotte Smith and Mary Robinson. We also see
familiar poets in an unaccustomed light, as Blake,
Wordsworth and Shelley demonstrate their comic skills,
while Coleridge, Keats and Clare explore the Gothic and
surreal.
Natalie Diaz’s highly anticipated follow-up to When My
Brother Was an Aztec, winner of an American Book
Award Postcolonial Love Poem is an anthem of desire
against erasure. Natalie Diaz’s brilliant second collection
demands that every body carried in its pages—bodies of
language, land, rivers, suffering brothers, enemies, and
lovers—be touched and held as beloveds. Through these
poems, the wounds inflicted by America onto an
indigenous people are allowed to bloom pleasure and
tenderness: “Let me call my anxiety, desire, then. / Let
me call it, a garden.” In this new lyrical landscape, the
bodies of indigenous, Latinx, black, and brown women
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are simultaneously the body politic and the body ecstatic.
In claiming this autonomy of desire, language is pushed
to its dark edges, the astonishing dunefields and forests
where pleasure and love are both grief and joy, violence
and sensuality. Diaz defies the conditions from which
she writes, a nation whose creation predicated the
diminishment and ultimate erasure of bodies like hers
and the people she loves: “I am doing my best to not
become a museum / of myself. I am doing my best to
breathe in and out. // I am begging: Let me be lonely but
not invisible.” Postcolonial Love Poem unravels notions
of American goodness and creates something more
powerful than hope—in it, a future is built, future being a
matrix of the choices we make now, and in these poems,
Diaz chooses love.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Based on his wildly
popular New Yorker piece, Thurber Prize-winner John
Kenney presents a hilarious collection of love poems for,
well, married people. Full of brilliant wit, dynamic energy,
and a heavy dose of reality, Love Poems for Married
People takes the poetic form, turns it upside down and
leaves it in the dishwasher to dry. Inspired by one of the
most shared New Yorker pieces of all time, this collection
captures the reality of life once the spark of a relationship
has settled--and hilariously so. With brand new pieces
that cover all areas of married life, from parental gripes
to dwindling sex lives, Kenney's wry observations and
sharp humor remind us exactly what it's like to spend the
rest of your life with the person you love. I was almost
feeling fondness for you As you gave me a shoulder
massage at the sink-- What a small, lovely surprise. And
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then you grabbed my boobs and made a "wha-wha"
noise. In an instant, I felt disgust and sadness and
regret.
In the late eighteenth century, British print culture took a
diagrammatic and accentual turn. In graphs of emphasis
and tonal inflection, in signs for indicating poetic stress,
and in tabulations of punctuation, elocutionists,
grammarians, and prosodists deployed new typographic
marks and measures to represent English speech on the
page. At the same time, cartographers and travel writers
published reconfigurations of landscape on large-scale
topographical maps, in geometric surveys, and in
guidebooks that increasingly featured charts and
diagrams. Within these diverse fields of print, blank verse
was employed as illustration and index, directing
attention to newly discovered features of British speech
and space and helping to materialize the vocal and
visual contours of the nation. In Romantic Marks and
Measures, Julia S. Carlson examines Wordsworth's
poetry of "speech" and "nature" as a poetry of print,
written and read in the midst of topographic and
typographic experimentation and change. Investigating
the notebook drafts of "The Discharged Soldier," the
printer's copy of Lyrical Ballads, Lake District
guidebooks, John Thelwall's scansion of The Excursion,
and revisions and editions of The Prelude, she explores
Wordsworth's major blank verse poems as sites of
intervention—visual and graphic as well as formal and
thematic—in cultural contests to represent Britain, on the
page, as a shared landscape and language community.
The best way to learn about Romantic poetry is to plunge
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in and read a few Romantic poems. This book guides the
new reader through this experience, focusing on
canonical authors - Wordsworth, Coleridge, Byron,
Keats, Blake and Shelley - whilst also including less
familiar figures as well. Each chapter explains the history
and development of a genre or sets out an important
context for the poetry, with a wealth of practical
examples. Michael Ferber emphasizes connections
between poets as they responded to each other and to
great literary, social and historical changes around them.
A unique appendix resolves most difficulties new readers
of works from this period might face: unfamiliar words,
unusual word order, the subjunctive mood and meter.
This enjoyable and stimulating book is an ideal
introduction to some of the most powerful and pleasing
poems in the English language, written in one of the
greatest periods in English poetry.
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